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LACMA Expands
by Hunter Drohojowska

When the Los Angeles County Museum of Art was built in ry65,
the surrounding Miracle Mile district was a partially developed

area of office buildings, department stores and vacant lots. The

Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors deeded the museum

five and one half acres of Hancock Park adjacent to the La Brea

Thr Pits and agreed to pay all maintenance costs if LACMA's

board of trustees would build and fill the museum strucmre. The

board raised $rz million and, after some controversy, hired

Villiam L. Pereira Associates as the architects. Pereira built

three separate pavilions surrounding a number of reflecting

pools and fountains.

Wnite the design mav have related visuallr' to the surrounding

park. it proved irnpractical on a functional ievel. Separate

entrances to the three buildrngs. the Ahrnanson Gallen', the

Frances and -\rn.rand Hamnter \\'rng. and the Leo S. Bing Center,

confused r.isrtors. There ri-as no ticket booth or clear indication

ll'here dckets could be purchased, so visitors u-ere regul.:rlv lrus-

trated in trying to enter the museum. Furthermore, the buildings

were only connected at basement level, r'vhere maintenance and

administrative offices u'ere located. \risitors u-ere forced to go

outside to get irom one part of the compler ro another.

Wirhin the buildings. there *'ere labr-rinthine circulation patterns.

In the Ahmanson Galleri', u-here the permanent collections were

housed, the exhrbition spaces were chopped up and a single cate-

gory of art was rarely on view in a single p1ace. In addition to the

confused circulation patterns, both the Ahmanson Gallery and

the Hammer lfing were dark. Although Pereira had built the

Ahmanson Gallery around a spacious four story skylit atrium,

the light poured straight down from above, illuminating only the

ground floor without entering the galleries. Furthermore, the

interior columns which girded the four level space obstructed

any clear view across the atrium to the opposite wall.

ln March of 198o, Dr. Earl A. Powell III became LACMA's new

Director. He came to the museum from the National Gallery in
'$flashington, D.C. where, as Executive Curator, he was closely

involved in the construction of I'M. Pei's East lX/ing. The need

for expansion and reorganization at LACMA was immediately

apparent to him.

Prior to his arrival, the museum board had allocated a $+.5 mil-

lion contribution from the Ahmanson Foundation for the north-

ward expansion of the Ahmanson Gallery. Tiustee Dr. Armand

Hammer had also contributed $z.zs million towards the con-

strrrcrion of a bridee eallerv to connect the Hammer \7ing to the

Pereira's 1965 design

featured fountains in the

entrance terraces
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Ahmanson Gallery at third floor level, and add an escalator in

front. Pereira was selected to carry out the expansion since he

had already designed the foundations for it and would be, in

effect, finishing his own building. The same year, Atlantic
Richfield pledged a $3 million matching grant for a new modern

and contemporary art gallery.

The massive expansion was imperative. Since r965, the museum

staff had doubled, and administrative space had been broken

into smaller and smaller offices to accommodate changing
needs. Functions which should have been clustered, such as con-

sen-ation, the registrar, curatorial offices, and the press office,

were scattered a1l over the museum. Furthermore, much of the

museum's permanent collection rvas in storage due to a lack of
exhibirion space, and er-en the storage area \\'as cramped.

Subsequent to Pou'ell's arrival, the board had agreed that
Pereira's responsibiLq culminated u,ith the expansion, and that

a different architect should be hired to design the new galleries.

During a lengthy search, the board's facilities committee
revierved proposals bv California architects Frank Gehry and

Charles -\1oore, Toronto's Barton -\lvers, New York's
Gu'arhmev Siegel, and -\litchell/Giurgola from Philadeiphia.

Ultimately they chose the Neu' \brk firm Hardy Holzman
Pfeiffer Associates for its substantial experience in renovating

and rehabilitating such museums as the Cooper Hewitt and the

St. Louis Art Museum. They were selected not only for their

experience in working with existing buildings, but also in
creating organizational master plans for museums.

H ardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates was commissioned to devise a

plan which would analyse and propose solutions to the

museum's functional and organizational problems. This took

six months of discussion with staff from every department of the

museum before the modern and contemp orary art galleries were

designed. The resulting proposal has three phases, each proceed-

ing with the availability of funds. Phase I, costing approximately

$zz million in private donations, includes the Pereira construc-

tion ancl the new Robert O. Anderson Building for modern and

contemporary ar\ named for ARCO's board chairman. Land-

scaping and a covered bridge linking the third Ievels of the

Anderson Building and the Hammer Wing are also part of the

first phase. Powell and Norman Pfeiffer, the principal architect

of the project, presented the plan to the museum board's facili-

ties committee, to the entire board of trustees, and to the L.A.

County Board of Supervisors in December, r9 8 r. Approval was

easily won, and construction began.

Robert O. Anderson

Modern Artaddition;

Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer

Associates
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W hile Pereira started on the Ahmanson extension, HHPA built a

new conservation laboratory on the ground level of the

Ahmanson Gallery. Moving the laboratory down from the third

level of the Hammer 'lfing was the first step in relocating all

administrative and support systems to the ground level of the

museum. This gesture also freed the third level for galleries and

precipitated the reorganization of almost all the collections in

chronological order.

C ompletion of the Ahmanson extension and the Hammer Wing in

March of this year added 3 5,ooo additional square feet of exhi-

bition space. Now a visitor touring the third level of the

Ahmanson Building will be able to pass through the galleries

chronologically from Greco-Roman art, through the Medieval

and Renaissance periods to ryth century European art. The pro-

gression continues chronologically through the new galleries in

the extension, to the Hammer galleries in the bridge, to the Ham-

mer Wing itself. For the first time, a visitor will be able to

*-a1k through the entire museum without going outside.

lnside the Ahmanson Gallery, the view across the atrium from

east to west has been walled up on the top three levels creating

more unified galleries, additional exhibition space, and a con-

trollable lighting situation. Although modern and contemporary

works will interfere with the complete chronological progres-

sion of the Ahmanson's third level, upon the completion of the

AndersonBuilding inr985 there will be another 5o,ooo square

feet of exhibition space bringing the museum's total to app-

roximately r6o.ooo square feet.

ln designing the Anderson Building, HHPA s challenge was not

only to design new exhibition space, but to "disguise" and unify

the three existing structures. According to Norman Pfeiffer, the

separate entrances and the "rural" appearance of the buildings

required the most urgent attention. Pfeiffer's solution to both the

style and confusion was to place the Anderson Building directly

on lfilshire Boulevard and to create an entrance portal, 5o feet

wide and 6 5 feet high at the east end of the 3 oo foot long facade.

The facade will step up to a height of roo feet.

A lthough the imposing front wall has been criticized as monolithic

and uninviting, both Poweli and the architects maintain that the

effect on the passing pedestrian will be softened by the glass

block on the facade, giving the building a translucent appear-

ance. The officials also believe that the addition of landscaping

and a car drop-off area will mitigate the effect of the wall on the

street.
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Once visitors have passed through the grand entrance of the

Ahmanson Building, they will encounter the museum bookstore,

and a central courtyard where tickets are sold' Inside the build-

ing, the plaza level will contain changing exhibitions in the

ro,ooo square foot Times Mirror Gallery and the 5,ooo square

foot Kendall Gallery.

The permanent collection of modern and conremporary works

will be installed on the third leve1 which contains eleven galler-

ies, and on the fourth leve1 which holds seven, all about 8oo

square feet. Ceiling heights of all galleries are approximately zo

feet, and the walls are moveable. On each level, "rest galleries"

created by the odd 45 degree angle, will feature exhibition-

related education materials, such as videotapes or interviews.

W hile four of the top level galleries have skylights, most of the gal-

leries will be illuminated by the rz to 14 foot bands of glass

block clerestory windows which cover the front and northwest

sides of the building. The three-foot thick sandwich of glass,

blinds and louvers will act as a vertical skyiight, reflecting the

diffused natural light into the galleries to create ambient illumi-

nation. A motorized shade may be lowered to block daylight

when desired. Pfeiffer collaborated with lighting designer Paul

Marantz in devising this system.

T he Los Angeles County Museum of Art has been in need of added

exhibition space for modern and contemporary art for over a

decade. \fhile local enthusiasm about the new showcase is unde-

niable, a certain skepticism persists' As assured as Powell, the

trustees, and HHPA seem to be about the facade, many still find

it uncomfortable, impersonal and even ugly. Another complaint,

more of convenience than esthetics, concerns parking. Powell

says there is no place to build parking, either in a vertical or sub-

terranean direction. Paid parking in an adjacent lot or on the

crowded street remain the only options.

Phase II of the master plan will be considered after the completion

of the Anderson Building, and includes more landscaping, pav-

ing and partial covering of the central courtyard with translu-

cent pitched skylights. Additional bridges will eventually link

other levels of the three buildings. Phase III includes a new res-

taurant, additional skylights over the courtyard, and perhaps the

spanning of the Ahmanson Gallery atrium with full floors of gal-

lery space.

HuNrsn Dnouo;owsrA is Art Editor of the L.A. \X/eekly and a

contributor to Art Forum and Art in America.


